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THE INFINITE CONCEPT OF
COSMIC CREATION

Advanced Lesson Course. Lesson 4: Cosmic Cycle of
Creation, Presenting Creative Principles Involving the
Formation of Universes, Galaxies, Stars, Suns, Atoms
and Man
In the previous lessons we entered into various discussions which
presented to you certain general creative principles which involved the
formation of universes, galaxies, stars, suns, atoms, etc. Let us now enter
into a discussion of creation which is much more pertinent to you in a
personal way; for you, like all mankind, have followed this same pathway
of creative evolution, which has been only partially comprehended. This
evolution has also been mistakenly called reincarnation in certain vague
and undetermined Eastern philosophies.
There are many stories and versions of the creation of man being
currently circulated; some in religious beliefs, others in the more scientific
fields of general anthropology. More than 800 million Christians are quite
familiar with the Garden of Eden story of creation which is found in the
Book of Genesis in the Bible. It is incomprehensible that perhaps several
hundred million of these Christians accept this story in its complete literal
form. It is evident that this story contains very obvious disparities and
contradictions which are quite apparent to anyone who has not been
mesmerized by his fanatical religious beliefs. The date of this supposed
creation has been definitely "established" by certain well-known
historical religious figures, as having taken place 4002 B.C. and one of
these church expressionists went so far as to establish the exact week, day
and hour.
In complete contradiction to this fantastic and ridiculous supposition,
the science of anthropology points out various skeletal remains; skulls and
bone fragments, etc., which definitely establishes, from their point of
view, the evolution or creation of man as starting more than a million

years ago. Pithecanthropus erectus, or the Java man, achieved wide
notoriety some years ago, as he walked about the jungle floor about
600,000 B.C.; others such as the Zinj skull found in Africa, dates back
about one million years B.C.
In the Garden of Eden story, some attempts have been made to justify
its very apparent disparities and contradictions. However, this story does
not refer to the creation of man but actually refers to the beginning of the
Lemurian Age, the serpent symbolizing the sine wave bringing to the
spiritual man and woman born into the more material world, the various
transpositions of life which, as we have explained to you, are all carried
by these sine wave energies. Your five senses function as carriers or
purveyors of these various wave form impulses, such as sight, sound,
smell, taste and touch. How utterly ridiculous then is this Garden of Eden
story. Why would some fancied god create a man from mud, then create
a woman from a rib of this man; then after they were created as man and
woman, become extremely angry at them when they behaved as man and
woman. And if he had not wanted them to be fruitful and bear children,
then where would he get his 144,000 selected from the countless billions
who have swarmed upon the earth? And why would a god, intelligent
enough to create a man from mud and a woman from a rib, be content
with 144,000 people, for by comparison to our many large American
cities, this god would be much less in stature than any one of the mayors
of these cities?
While we are asking questions on these religious beliefs, what happens
to the countless millions of “sinners” who have been forgiven by the
various Catholic priests and should be, theoretically, just as fit as anyone
to live in the supposed heavenly City of Jerusalem. In view of these many
apparent contradictions in both the creation and ultimate evolution of
mankind, Christianity, like all other religions, becomes a tinseled fabric
of lies and suppositions, unfounded and entirely unrealistic.
Science also, in any of its various branches such as anthropology or
biological evolution, is quite incomplete. For instance Darwinism, which
won such wide acclaim in the beginning of the twentieth century,
postulates the theory of evolution as a set of certain factors such as
environment, heredity, natural selection, etc., as being the dominant
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factors of evolution and which presupposes all such evolution as taking
place on the surface of the earth or the third, material dimension; whereas
the truth is, all forms of evolutionary changes seen in the various fauna
and flora of this earth are only surface appearances or byproducts of a
great and continuous "spiritual" evolutionary metamorphosis which is
taking place in the adjacent dimensions.
Like all other plant and animal species, man also does not have a
beginning or starting point; such a starting point would relate to the actual
beginning. You, like everyone else, started your life and evolution at some
different and undetermined point in the vast spiritual cosmogony.
Starting with such comparatively simple energy aggregates as the atom,
these began a certain cyclic fourth dimensional evolution, resolving first
into a small vortex of energy which re-expressed itself in a common
terminating point in the third dimension as a cell, such as might be seen
in the common amoeba. These fourth dimensional vortexes, each
expressing cell structures, then began to spiritually (4th dimensionally)
evolve or to combine with themselves, forming groups of cells. These
groups of cells began forming certain plant and animal life as the
terminating third dimensional expression. On the fourth dimensional side,
these various group vortexes again combined and recombined to form
more advanced species of plant and animal life on the third dimensional
side, or earth life.
At this point a very definite principle enters into our hypotheses; this
principle is called polarization. When any of these plants or animals which
were so expressing their earth life as a common terminating point for these
fourth dimensional aggregates which we will call the psychic anatomy,
they were being subjugated by certain energy waves called harmonics.
These harmonic wave forms oscillated into the psychic anatomies and
caused certain changes to take place in the wave form grouping of the
vortexes. Certain other fourth dimensional harmonics were thus recreated
which oscillated into other nearby unrelated vortexes causing, in turn,
another set of harmonic regenerations. This regeneration process created
with these various harmonic wave forms, so generated a new and different
set of vortexes which were drawn into or firmly attached to the respective
psychic anatomies from whence this regeneration sprang.

Thus the psychic anatomy grew or evolved and over periods of
thousands of earth years, any plant or animal was able to evolve or change
its physical earth life appearance and habits. This is the true pattern of
evolution. It is taking place today just as it has always been taking place
since the "beginning", and there is actually no beginning; we are only
assuming a certain theoretical point of beginning. This then, is your
pattern of evolution from some undetermined point in the infinite
cosmogony as a simple vortex of energy where you began to create and
recreate yourself in numerous earth life forms.
As you followed this pattern, you drew into your ever-expanding
psychic anatomy the various attributes of earth life expressions which
were always regenerated by the various environmental conditions,
experiences, etc., in these numerous earth life expressions. Thus your
psychic anatomy learned how to create and recreate certain earth life
physical bodies which could eat, breathe, run, climb, etc., and do all the
other countless thousands of things associated with various earth life
dispensations.
Finally your psychic anatomy began to evolve into another and
somewhat different position to the infinite cosmogony. These various
earth life experiences, while they were being compounded as wave forms
in your psychic anatomy, began to regenerate a sort of a second psychic
anatomy.
This second psychic anatomy or vortex began to draw into itself various
and different intelligence quotients which were being expressed from the
center of the vast infinite cosmogony. After a long period of regeneration,
this second psychic anatomy grew into the proportions of what we call the
Superconscious or the Higher Self. In more advanced personalities this
Superconscious is actually an individual facsimile of the entire Infinite
Cosmogony.
However, in the case of most people, this Superconscious has been only
partially developed and has not yet become the dominant or expressive
psychic anatomy. It is through this Superconscious psychic anatomy that
any person begins to function in an infinite way. This is what Jesus
referred to as finding the Kingdom of Heaven within. The Father or Christ
was, of course, this Superconscious Self which dwells or lives in the vast
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Infinite Cosmogony or Kingdom. It is in the knowledge of or the belief in
the Superconscious—God or Christ Self—which will gradually enable
you to evolve from your earth lives and to begin to live in the Kingdom,
for with the greater amount of knowledge of the Superconscious will also
come a greater proportion of influence into your daily life and
subsequently, a greater degree of perfection, freedom from disease, want
and insecurity.
This is the true development of what has been loosely referred to by
various religious dispensations as the soul or spirit and the evolution and
progressive growth of this psychic anatomy or soul is also the true
evolution of every human being and which, incidentally, was taught by
Jesus 2000 years ago in the idiom of that time.
In view of this factual scientific evolution, how ridiculous and asinine
then do various religious beliefs become. The creation of man from mud
and woman from a rib is matched only in asininity to the supposed
millennium and resurrection; for here again reason, logic and purpose is
defeated and intelligence reverts back to the childlike mind of the savage
barbarian. How unintelligent would it be to create a man or woman, and
from them countless billions of people, then to destroy most of them
because they were actually learning about the Infinite or trying to become
godlike through the doorway of experience, trial, effort and retrial. How
utterly fantastic would any such godlike rendition be to kill off all the
earth people in a great tidal wave of flame; then somehow, nursing their
spiritual effigies through a thousand-year millennium, resurrect them in
physically reconstituted bodies, only to again strike them down and
destroy them—save only 144,000!
Science also has no answer to the beginning or the end of life as it
concerns mankind, individually or collectively. Science offers no reason
for the creation of any visible or tangible object. It does not know how or
why the Universe was created; no more than it knows why or how the 30
billion suns or stars and almost countless planetary systems which
comprise our galaxy were so created. And while our galaxy represents
only one of some 600,000 million such known galaxies in the great
Universe, the Universe too, becomes only one small speck in the vast

Infinite macrocosm. And with all this vast incalculable display of
astronomical configurations, space becomes meaningless.
At its supposed speed of 186,000 miles per second, it would take light
100,000 light years to pass from edge to edge through our galaxy. Tonight
astronomers are looking at universes and seeing some of them as they
were more than 800 million light years ago. Through their radio
telescopes, they are beginning to probe into the vast unknown space to
distances more than 25 billion light years away; and yet they are just
beginning.
Yes, and even here is a great contradiction. In his theory of the spacetime continuum, Einstein mathematically proved that light could and did
accelerate many times the initial earth velocity speed of 186,000 miles per
second. What then becomes of these astronomical calculations based on
this known speed? It is also known that this vast space is curved. In fact
the curvature has been theoretically measured. Does this space curvature
then indicate the truth in our general hypothesis that all fourth dimensional
configurations resolve themselves into cyclic motions?
Just as the astronomer has to some extent proved the vast infinity of the
macrocosm, so has the nuclear physicist begun to prove the vast invisible
microcosm—the world of the atom; for atoms, too, are just as wondrous
as the universe and distances between atomic constituents are just as vast
and great in proportion as they are in astronomical configurations. One
atom can and does represent space in as great a proportion as does our
solar system. While your body is composed of countless billions of these
tiny atoms, other free electronic particles, called cosmic rays, pass through
your body at the rate of thousands per second; yet you can go from birth
to death without one of them actually striking you.
So you see, dear student, your body, your world and your heavens are
only tangible to you on the basis of reactive comparisons which you have
established in countless millions of earth life experiences, lived in many
thousands of earth lives. When you have, as is the common pattern of all
men, passed on into the spiritual worlds or fourth dimension in between
these earth lives, there you will again begin to take up your previous
spiritual life and where you can compare and reevaluate earth life
experiences and in these comparisons, set up and establish certain wellPage 6

defined objectives to be attained and realized in your next earth life
incarnation. Then when you are again born into the material world, you
will find yourself working out these various patterns and objectives to
again attain certain polarization with the higher Superconscious Self.
This then is your true evolution; the real reason and purpose is contained
in this evolution, for in your countless earth life experiences you are
polarizing into your Superconscious Self a definite facsimile of this same
configuration of idea, form or consciousness which is a part of the vast
Infinite Cosmogony and which the Christian religionist calls God. This is,
incidentally, quite different from that personal god configuration called
Jehovah who is actually the old Babylonian god Jahweh, perpetuated to
the Christian through Father Abraham, who led the children of Israel out
of the ancient land of Chaldea more than 2000 years B.C. This same
Jehovah was a vindictive, hateful, lustful, emotional, vengeful, murderous
god who committed mass murder, adultery, fornication and various other
emotional vicissitudes. How strange indeed that we, his children, could
not commit even a small fraction of any of these sinful purposes without
being condemned to some fiery hell! Are we then to live a more
exemplary life than God? And, if so, why do we have such a God? If we
are more perfect than this God and live more perfectly, then what will His
Kingdom of Heaven be like?
In these various comparisons, it now becomes quite obvious what was
meant in the first lesson where it was suggested that your true evolution
should begin by abandoning these various religious beliefs. Political
systems too, as they are so concerned with various governmental agencies
and functions, are equally dogmatic and rhetorical, yet most necessary to
the masses of humanity who have not yet ascended to that dimension of
personal introspection wherein they begin to visualize the vast Infinite
Cosmogony and the freedom of mind which must be attained before
cohesive function can be established with this Infinite. When such
function is established with any individual, he automatically becomes
very godlike in his personal expressions which are always counterparts of
this Infinite.
Throughout these various rhetorical systems, dogmas and creeds found
in religion and government as well as such incidental and incumbent

social expressions and intercourses which are so currently being
expressed, are found the same pedantic and pedagogic restrictions which
demand that the individual confine the circumference of his life within the
confines of these conformities and curriculums.
It is quite obvious under these conditions that all minds must assume a
parrot-like expression of life and that any creative spontaneity was more
or less repressed because such expressionists would not dare to go beyond
the confines of these generally accepted conformities. Strange indeed that
mankind has in posterity eulogized and heroized numerous personalities
who have dared go beyond these circumferences, yet in many instances
such eulogies and worshipful hero attitudes took place after the individual
expressionist had been violently put to death for his cause.
Jesus is worshipped by hundreds of millions, yet He was put to death
for the same teachings which are now part of the great Christian eulogy.
Joan of Arc was recently canonized and made a saint by the same diocese
who burned her at the stake. It might be pointed out that many of the same
judges, executioners and people who called out "Crucify Him," are now
"good Christians", and through the doorway of reincarnation they have
come back at this time to preach and worship for His Cause.
However, we must not deviate from the pursuance of a true educational
format in these lessons. Historical and philosophical comparisons always
add depth to our understanding.
Continuing in this lesson, the exact configuration and functioning of the
psychic anatomy will be described to you.
Since we have presented the more philosophical preamble to evolution,
let us now proceed with the actual basic mechanics involved in all
evolutionary patterns. Plants, animals, man, planets, solar systems,
galaxies, universes and all evolutionary patterns can be more thoroughly
understood when we obtain an insight into these principles.
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Consulting
the
diagram, you will see we
have drawn a large circle
and interwoven into this
circle is a spiraling line
which
follows
the
complete circumference
of the circle. Starting at
point 1, let us proceed
clockwise around this
circle and see what
happens. Remember first,
however, that this circle
represents sort of an
algebraic equivalent or a
formula and is not the
actual element involved
but rather, relates to the
behavior patterns of
various elements. In this
respect then, this creative
cycle can be actually
synthesized into the
behavior patterns of all
evolutionary forms of
animate or inanimate
objects which you find
about you here or in any other world and at any other future time.
In various texts of Unarius, frequent reference has been made to the
Infinite, which the Christian calls God. This Infinite is the sum and total
of everything known to you and all other human beings, and the Infinite
is part of all things, not only in the worlds you know about, but far beyond
the reach of your imagination. In fact, you will never arrive at the
terminating place where you can say that you know all about this Infinite;

even though you live a hundred million more lifetimes involving billions
of years, you will have only begun to understand this Infinite.
For purposes best served at the present moment however, we must
confine our introspection into a comparatively simple equation which is
the reason for the spiraling circle in the diagram. Starting from point 1 at
the top, the spiraling line will then represent the sum and total of the
Infinite. Within the dimension of this line, we will find, electronically
speaking an exact facsimile of everything contained within the Infinite.
This is what Jesus referred to as the Kingdom of Heaven. These various
facsimiles are actually forms of consciousness, some of which you are
intercepting at the present moment in your daily life.
As this infinite number of forms of consciousness spiral downward in
our circle, the various spirals represent various planes or dimensions
where some particular group of conscious forms link together and create
a certain specified circumference of life such as is seen in your daily earth
life, which is a certain limited number of these infinite forms manifesting
themselves as atomic constituents and their associated reactionary
patterns, combined with other dynamically moving energy forms
expressed as sight, sound, light, heat, etc.
This then brings us to point A, for here in the circumference of the
planet earth, we find that there is a certain defined point of equilibrium
established in the form of the so-called mass elements of this world into
which is constantly flowing part of the stream of this Infinite.
Referring again to a certain principle which we now understand, this is
the positive flowing into the negative for a certain length of time. The
negative then becomes positive and discharges itself into the next
succeeding or lower dimension. This is called a pulse or beat, or a certain
frequency, if you like. This flow of positive to negative and the negative,
now a positive charge flowing into the next lower succeeding dimension,
completes a cycle; the point of equilibrium being always maintained in
that exact moment of birth and rebirth, we shall say, of the positive and
negative-positive discharge condition. On the right-hand side of our
circle, you will see another diagram shaped like a large loop, an enlarged
version of the many loops found on our circle. You will see that the exact
joining place of the loop is the point of birth and death, or charge and
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discharge. You will also see how this Infinite is flowing down into this
loop circle, then when it becomes fully charged or completes half of the
cycle, it will then complete the other half of the cycle by discharging into
the lower dimension.
At this point we must enter into another equation which must be
understood before we can complete this concept of creation. This chargedischarge condition we have just described is made possible only when
certain conditions are met. These conditions are called polarization. This
means that a pathway must be cleared from the lower dimension before
the discharge condition can take place. This pathway can be better
visualized, so far as human beings are concerned, as the inward knowing
(sometimes called faith) of the higher spiritual worlds. In other words, it
is sort of a compatible relationship which has been established between
two different dimensions by the regeneration of a certain set of harmonics
which act as a link between these two different dimensions. Let us now
see what happens in the birth-death cycle of a human being.
We shall start in the spiritual world just above the earth plane (A). This
is the inner dimension of this human being or the kingdom in which this
psychic anatomy always lives. A point of reference to this psychic
anatomy must be maintained. As this spiritual world is the sum and total
of the Infinite, the psychic anatomy will consequently, on the basis of
frequency, tune itself into such energy wave forms which comprise this
Infinite as are compatible to it. This is done in certain portions of the
psychic anatomy we have called the Superconscious.
It is easy to see, therefore, that any individual can live in a spiritual
world which is either a hell-hole of misunderstanding, nonconformities of
consciousness, etc., or he can be tuned into a very beautiful spiritual
world. In either case there is a lack of knowledge or a considerable amount
of knowledge. That is why we stress such great importance on learning
what this Infinite is.
Now this discarnate entity or psychic anatomy wishes to return to the
physical world; it does this because it is only concerned with the memory
of other earth lives. It knows little or nothing about the great Infinite
spiritual worlds about it and so it enters into the physical world via the
womb. Rising upward on our loop in a clockwise fashion, this psychic

anatomy grows into childhood and into adulthood. As he progresses
physically, this physical progression draws him further and further away
from the infinite attributes which have entered into this life cycle from the
other direction, counterclockwise. So the more this person becomes
conscious of the physical worlds, the further away he gets from the
spiritual worlds. This is always the way in which the equilibrium is
maintained in that oscillating positive to negative process.
As this person progresses along his life cycle, he becomes more
conscious of the other more spiritual side of his nature. As this spiritual
nature progresses upward it will, figuratively speaking, meet at this
junction of life called the middle 40's. At this point the very strong sexual
libido begins to fade. The need for procreation has been met; the physical
life and its various appurtenances assume less importance. Now the
physical life progresses downward or diminishes while the spiritual side
progresses upward and grows.
At the bottom of the cycle the physical anatomy begins to disintegrate;
the elements in this body begin to revert, spiritually speaking, upward into
the higher inner dimensions. At the highest point of this cycle, this person
will now become more spiritually aware than he has ever been before in
his life. This creates the conscious desire to live in some higher spiritual
world; a desire prompted by the psychic memory of his spiritual life in
between worlds, sleep teaching, etc.
With this desire for higher life, there is also the desire to abandon the
physical body. This causes the general depreciation of physical
consciousness which then assumes a negative position and begins
traveling downward into the subastral worlds where these physical
conformities of consciousness will gradually evolve downward through
many subastral dimensions until they reach the absorption point.
Passing that absorption point, they begin to have their negative biases
changed. They are being reabsorbed, so to speak; they are being absorbed
back into the Infinite. Before they can be completely absorbed, they must
pass through many other dimensions wherein these various forms of
physical consciousness which may still remain in these energy wave
forms are completely eliminated.
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This is done by associating them or bringing them in contact with
completely opposite configurations of consciousness. If the person who
originally possessed and formed these various physical conscious forms
tunes into them, through space and time, he would actually be in "hell".
Therefore, hell can be said to exist for any human being who persists in
maintaining consciousness from the negative or physical side which has
reversed the life cycle previously described.
In other words, the physical consciousness contained in the psychic
anatomy travels downward instead of progressively upward. The more
lives he lives clinging to the physical, the more often he is reverted on this
downward trail and consequently the more he has to rely on his past
lifetimes which have passed on into the cleansing section of the cycle.
Now you can see he is voluntarily tuning himself into these past lifetime
forms which by this time contain opposite biases or forms. This poor
person's psychic sees only the nightmarish and ghoulish apparitions and
he is actually in hell because nothing adds up. There are no clear pictures,
no conformities; everything is completely opposite and different. The
understanding of this downward psychic evolution presents other
possibilities. Let us take a specific example of a certain individual who
has acquired a great deal of knowledge of this psychic evolution. He has
progressed upward to a point where he has become the equivalent of a
Master such as Jesus. At this point he is tempted to use his power and
knowledge selfishly instead of maintaining a constantly expanding
relationship with the Infinite in his progressive evolution.
At this point when he succumbs to temptation, he is not consciously
aware that he is beginning to contrive his wisdom into various selfish
purposes. He therefore reverses his evolution and begins the downward
trail. He soon begins to learn of his predicament, but foolishly he also
believes he has the power and wisdom to continue on this trail and to
completely change all natural evolutionary patterns in respect to his own
position. The Temptation on the Mount illustrates how Jesus was tempted;
the "devil", his physical desires.
For a time then, at least, as he continues this downward evolution, he
will actually grow or gain strength in his downward evolutionary purpose.
This he does by becoming parasitic or vampirish. From the various

subastral worlds in which he now finds himself, he begins to draw to him
various individual psychic anatomies with which he has formerly
associated. If he was formerly an Egyptian priest, he will draw to him
various psychic anatomies of people who have bowed down before him
and pledged their allegiance to him. Unfortunately, these poor spiritual
entities are still revolving in their life-death cycles as they have done for
thousands of years. They have lacked the knowledge and incentive to
progress, for in this progression as in all other fourth dimensional
concepts, time means nothing. Progression or retrogression is attained and
sustained only as a completion of various cycles immediately concerned
with the individual.
In this manner, therefore, untold billions of human beings are
imprisoned in their psychic patterns, repeating themselves endlessly
because they cannot adapt themselves progressively. The subastral worlds
are actually filled with these discarnate entities. Eventually they will be
absorbed back into the Infinite if they do not succeed in reversing their
downward cycle, for nothing remains stationary. Everything is charging
and discharging according to the process we have described.
The old Egyptian priest therefore sustains himself for the time being by
using the psychic anatomies of those who formerly subscribed to him.
Thus, through frequency relationship he draws them into his own
consciousness, using their conformities of consciousness contained in
their psychic bodies to supplant the higher spiritual Infinite force which
should normally flow into him charging or feeding him positively. This
same vampirish subastral condition is used not only by old Egyptian
priests but is used by many other kinds of personalities who have passed
on in a similar downward evolution. In fact these vampires do not confine
their activities in the subastral spiritual worlds. They often reach through
and obsess individuals living in the flesh through the same frequency
relationship. They can even reach through into higher spiritual worlds and
drag their unsuspecting victims down into the lower astral worlds. Yes,
they even reincarnate into the physical form and live among the earth
people.
In history there are very descriptively portrayed classical examples of
these vampirish entities such as Hitler, Attila the Hun, Genghis Khan, etc.
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It is quite safe to say that some direct influence is maintained with any
and all individuals who expressed themselves destructively or who have
some destructive potentials hidden in the back reaches of their
subconscious psychic anatomy. This is the basic concept of obsession, a
very real and dominant factor which affects directly or indirectly the life
of every human being now living upon this earth.
The same is true of the past and of the future as well as all other human
races wherever they may be found; but do not despair at the portrayal of
this obsessive principle, for dynamically posed on the opposite positive
side are great superastral worlds wherein advanced personalities live and
work for the common cause of human betterment. Through the same
principles used by the subastral agencies, these Superastral Beings help
humanity in an infinite number of ways. In this help they are always wise
and judicious. Uppermost in their minds, they carry the cardinal
understanding, principle and purpose of human evolution which is that
knowledge and wisdom are attained through personal experience which
must always be progressively biased.
We can learn of the Infinite only by experiencing the Infinite. In that
way, experience polarizes certain energy wave forms in the psychic
anatomy which progressively reconstruct the psychic anatomy into a
higher, more spiritually evolved form. Therefore, help should never
exceed that point where an individual can, as Jesus put it, "pick up his bed
and walk", for should the individual depend too much upon outside help
he will degenerate, lose his initiative and begin the downward trail; then
help becomes destructive.
Mindful of all these facts we have disclosed to you, you can now see
the imperative necessity for the desire or will to progressively advance;
the desire to acquire knowledge and wisdom which will enable you to live
in a higher, more fully-developed consciousness; not for selfish purposes
but in an ever-expanding realization of the Infinite and your position as a
creative entity of this Infinite.

